Abstract

Immune cells infiltrating the microenvironment of melanoma metastases may either limit or promote tumor progression, but the characteristics that distinguish these effects are obscure. In this study, we systematically evaluated the composition and organization of immune cells that infiltrated melanoma metastases in human patients. Three histologic patterns of immune cell infiltration were identified, designated immunotypes A, B, and C. Immunotype A was characterized by no immune cell infiltrate. Immunotype B was characterized by infiltration of immune cells limited only to regions proximal to intratumoral blood vessels. Immunotype C was characterized by a diffuse immune cell infiltrate throughout a metastatic tumor. These immunotypes represented 29%, 63%, and 8% of metastases with estimated median survival periods of 15, 23, and 130 months, respectively. Notably, from immunotypes A to C, there were increasing proportions of B cells and decreasing proportions of macrophages. Overall, the predominant immune cells were T cells (53%), B cell lineage cells (33%), and macrophages (13%), with natural killer and mature dendritic cells only rarely present. Whereas higher densities of CD8+ T cells correlated best with survival, a higher density of CD45+ leukocytes, T cells, and B cells also correlated with increased survival. Together, our findings reveal striking differences in the immune infiltrate in melanoma metastases in patients, suggesting microenvironmental differences in immune homing receptors and ligands that affect immune cell recruitment. These findings are important, not only by revealing how the immune microenvironment can affect outcomes but also because they reveal characteristics that may help improve individualized therapy for patients with metastatic melanoma. Cancer Res; 72(5); 1070–80. © 2012 AACR.

Introduction

Intratumoral immune cells have been associated with improved prognosis in patients with colorectal, mammary, lung, and ovarian carcinomas (1–4). In melanoma, some studies show that patients with brisk lymphocytic infiltrate in primary melanomas had lower risk of metastasis and death than patients with sparse or absent infiltrate (5–9). However, despite numerous studies of the prognostic impact of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) in primary melanomas (6, 7, 10), comparable studies of melanoma metastases are few and limited in scope. Two studies, primarily in lymph node (LN) metastases, found that increased TIL had prognostic significance (11, 12). A small study also found an association between TIL and response to IFN therapy (13). These studies evaluated T cells and total immune cells but have not evaluated infiltration of myeloid cells, dendritic cells, B cells, and intratumoral vascular endothelium, which have all been implicated in immunologic dysfunction within the metastatic melanoma microenvironment (MME) and thus may also have prognostic impact (14).

T cells can be cultured from melanoma metastases, and adoptive transfer can induce tumor regressions (15). However, tumor-reactive TIL can be cultured only from a subset of melanoma metastases. In a study of LN metastases, TIL were absent in 46% of metastases, and brisk in only 16% (11). This finding raises questions about factors controlling T-cell infiltration of metastases. Circulating immune cells enter peripheral tissues upon engagement of integrins, selectins, and chemokine receptors, and their ligands, at the vascular endothelium. Other integrins and chemokines may be critical for immune cells to move along stromal tissues in the microenvironment and to be retained there. Despite the critical role of vascular endothelium for immune cell infiltration into the MME, prior studies have not addressed the spatial distribution...
of immune cells relative to the intratumoral vessels, and how that distribution may be associated with the extent of immune cell infiltration.

In this study, we have evaluated spatial associations between immune cells and intratumoral blood vessels, which help to define patterns of immune cell infiltration (immunotypes). We hypothesized that immunotypes would have prognostic significance. Also, we have evaluated multiple immune cell subsets infiltrating melanoma metastases from patients with clinical follow-up and have assessed their prognostic significance. Together, these studies provide a foundation upon which to build a better understanding of the control of immune cell homing and infiltration into the MME, which are critical for immunologic control of melanoma.

Material and Methods

Patients and database

We reviewed surgical pathology reports of melanoma metastases in the Anatomic Pathology Software System (1982–2007) and selected 183 metastatic melanoma samples from 147 patients with clinical follow-up and ample surgical pathology material to obtain core samples from at least 3 to 4 tumor regions to construct tissue microarrays (TMA). The interval from date of surgery to date of last contact (death or last follow-up) ranged from 1 to 358 months (mean = 37; median = 13.7 for deceased patients, 63 for alive patients). Histopathologic and clinical findings referenced the 6th edition AJCC Melanoma Staging and Classification (16).

Construction of tissue microarrays

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks were retrieved from archives of the Department of Pathology, University of Virginia. Use of human tissues was approved by the UVA Institutional Review Board (protocol 10598). Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) slides from each block were reviewed by a pathologist (JS) to identify tumor areas. TMAs were constructed with 1.0-mm diameter tissue cores from representative tumor areas from the FFPE tissue blocks, transferred into a recipient paraffin block using a semiautomated tissue array instrument (TMArrayer; Pathology Devices). Quadruplicate or triplicate tissue cores were taken from each specimen, resulting in 9 composite TMA blocks containing tissue cores from 18 to 27 specimens each. Control tissues from spleen, liver, placenta, and kidney were included in each TMA block. Multiple 4-μm sections were cut for H&E and immunohistochemical staining.

Immunohistochemistry

TMA tissue sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated by sequential incubation in EtOH/water solutions. Heat-induced antigen retrieval was performed in citrate buffer for most antibodies, or in EDTA/high pH buffer for antibodies to CD4, CD8, and CD56. Sections were incubated 60 minutes at room temperature with antibodies to CD34 (1:100), CD45 to CD4, CD8, and CD56. Sections were counterstained with Hematoxylin (Vector Laboratories) and coverslipped with mounting medium (Vector-Mount; Vector Laboratories). Positive controls included LN, and, for CD34 antibody, placenta. Negative control slides used PBS instead of primary antibody, with other conditions constant.

Immunotyping and quantification of TIL

H&E-stained sections were reviewed for type, density, and location of tumor-infiltrating immune cells, tumor cell type, necrosis, hemorrhage, and melanin pigment. Cores with no tumor tissue, more than 50% necrosis, or hemorrhage were excluded. TIL infiltrate was scored by simultaneous review of CD34- and CD45-immunostained sections. TILs were scored as 1, when no or sparse immune cells were present (no more than 50 immune cells in a core); 2, when tumor-infiltrating immune cells were present but were limited to perivascular cuffing around intratumoral blood vessels; or 3, when there were immune cells infiltrating diffusely among the tumor cells. A mean score of 2.5 was given when TILs were around blood vessels and also extending into the tumor tissue or there was perivascular cuffing of immune cells as well as infiltration among tumor cells in different areas of the core. Triplicate or quadruplicate cores from each tumor sample were evaluated for homogeneity. Scoring among all cores was consistent for 55% and heterogeneous for 42%. However, 65% of heterogenic tumors differed in only one core, and 33% had similar scores across multiple cores, such as 2 and 2.5, or 2.5 and 3. Four percent of samples had only one core with adequate tumor. For each sample, a mean score was calculated, then TIL scores for all samples were plotted, and 3 TIL immunotypes were created on the basis of the distribution of mean TIL scores; immunotype A for less than 1.75, immunotype B for 1.75 to 2.4, and immunotype C for 2.5 or greater.

Stained cells were enumerated by a pathologist (GE) on each core in a high power microscope field, excluding cells within blood vessels or in hemorrhagic or necrotic areas. Cell counts were normalized to per mm². Images were obtained using an Olympus BX51 microscope coupled to an Olympus BP70 digital camera (Olympus America Inc.), and software Image ProPlus 4.5 for Windows.

Estimating total cell numbers in the metastases

Total cell numbers (including melanoma cells) per mm² were estimated on representative histologic sections. Using Aperio software, a box 0.04 mm² in area was drawn, and cell nuclei counted at 20× (SS), and multiplied by 25 to estimate the number per mm². Results were averaged for 10 samples. We also estimated cell density (per mm²) = number of cells per mm² × the number of tissue sections per mm (1/tissue section thickness in mm) with a correction factor (× slide thickness/ cell diameter). This is simplified to cells/mm² = number cells/mm² × [1/cell diameter (in mm)].
Statistical analysis

For statistical analyses, averages of immune cell counts (cells per mm²) sampled in quadruplicate were used. An intraclass correlation summarized the relationship between intra- and interpatient variabilities of total immune cell counts on the basis of multiple samples derived from 29 patients. For the main analyses, only the first sample from each patient was used. Kruskall–Wallis and Wilcoxon tests were used to compare immune cell counts and clinicopathologic variables. Kaplan–Meier curves and log-rank tests were used to assess relationships, in a univariate setting, between categorical clinicopathologic parameters and overall survival. Univariate Cox proportional hazards models were fit separately, by immune cell type, to immune cell counts (low vs. high numbers, using median expression as a cutoff) and HRs were obtained. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards models assessed the relationship between survival and the immune cell counts (treated as continuous, using square root transformation) in conjunction with a set of covariates that included no evidence of disease (NED) status, stage, gender, tissue type, and age. The production of separate models for each type of immune cell provides information on the relationship between each of them and survival. A similar multivariate Cox proportional hazards model was used to assess survival against immunotype (A vs. B + C) and the set of 5 covariates noted above. A \( P \) value of less than 0.05 was considered to indicate significance. Analyses were performed with SAS 9.2 or MedCalc software (version 11.6.1.0).

Results

Patient demographics and melanoma samples

Nine TMA blocks were created using 183 metastatic melanoma specimens from 147 patients (63 female, 84 male). Median age at surgery was 58 years (range 19–89). Some patients had 2 to 5 synchronous or metachronous metastases. At surgery for the earliest specimen, 103 patients had stage III melanoma (4 IIIA, 40 IIIB, and 59 IIIC) and 44 had stage IV melanoma. Of the 183 specimens, 83 were in LNs, 92 in skin and soft tissue, 7 in small intestine, and one peritoneal. Melanoma. Of the 183 specimens, 83 were in LNs, 92 in skin and soft tissue, 7 in small intestine, and one peritoneal. Melanoma metastases, immunostained cells in each core were enumerated and reported per mm² for each metastasis. Not surprisingly, the greatest numbers of immune cells were in immunotype C tumors, with intermediate numbers in immunotype B, and rare cells at most in immunotype A (Fig. 2C).

Infiltrating cells included CD4⁺ T cells, CD8⁺ T cells, natural killer (NK) cells, B cells, plasma cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells. They may contain other cells, but stains for these cells accounted well for the total CD45⁺ cells. Interestingly, the mean proportions of each cell type varied among 3 immunotypes (Fig. 2D). The most notable changes, from immunotype A to C, are decreasing proportions of macrophages (CD163⁺: 40%, 13%, and 6%) and increasing proportions of B cells (CD20⁺: 7%, 24%, and 30%, respectively; Table 2).

Density of immune cell subsets are summarized in Fig. 3A for the first metastases in each patient and in Supplementary Table S1 for all 183 specimens. Overall, for the 183 melanoma metastases, CD45⁺ cells ranged from 0 to 2,142 per mm². The most prevalent immune cells in the first metastases (Fig. 3B) are T cells (53%), of which CD8 T cells predominate (35%), and CD4 T cells are less common (19%). B cells (CD20) and plasma cells (CD138) are present at high numbers (25% and 8%, respectively). Macrophage lineage cells (CD163) account for 13% of the infiltrates. NK cells (CD56) and mature DC (DC-LAMP) are rare across all samples, with mean proportions of less than 1% each.

There were no statistically significant differences among immune cell counts based on clinical parameters age, gender, tumor stage, or tumor cell type (Fig. 3C), except decreased macrophages in spindle cell melanomas (S, \( P = 0.003 \)) and decreased B cells in stage IV (\( P = 0.013 \)). However, there were significant differences based on metastatic tissue site: Melanomas metastatic to LNs contained higher numbers of CD45⁺, CD3⁺, CD8⁺, CD20⁺, and DC-LAMP⁺ cells compared with tumors metastatic to skin/soft tissue, small intestine, or peritoneum (\( P < 0.001, P = 0.006, P = 0.019, P < 0.001, \) and 0.035, respectively, Fig. 3C, Supplementary Table S2). CD20⁺ B lymphocytes were highest in LN metastases and least prevalent in small bowel metastases. Macrophage (CD163⁺) counts were similar among metastatic sites. CD56⁺ cell counts were very low in all groups, without significant differences (Fig. 3C), except across immunotypes.

Survival association with immunotype

Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was done, measuring survival from the metastasis removed earliest. Median survival estimates for immunotypes A, B, and C are 15, 23, and 130 months (Fig. 2B), respectively. This association with survival was significant across all 3 immunotypes (\( P = 0.0219 \), log rank test, Fig. 2B). Log rank tests were also done for differences between pairs of immunotypes: A vs. B+C (\( P = 0.02 \)), A+B vs. C (\( P = 0.0452 \)), A vs. B (\( P = 0.0590 \)), A vs. C (\( P = 0.0091 \)), B vs. C (\( P = 0.0971 \)).

Phenotypes of tumor-infiltrating immune cells

To identify and to quantify the immune cells infiltrating melanoma metastases, immunostained cells in each core were enumerated and reported per mm² for each metastasis. Not surprisingly, the greatest numbers of immune cells were in immunotype C tumors, with intermediate numbers in immunotype B, and rare cells at most in immunotype A (Fig. 2C).

Infiltrating cells included CD4⁺ T cells, CD8⁺ T cells, natural killer (NK) cells, B cells, plasma cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells. They may contain other cells, but stains for these cells accounted well for the total CD45⁺ cells. Interestingly, the mean proportions of each cell type varied among 3 immunotypes (Fig. 2D). The most notable changes, from immunotype A to C, are decreasing proportions of macrophages (CD163⁺: 40%, 13%, and 6%) and increasing proportions of B cells (CD20⁺: 7%, 24%, and 30%, respectively; Table 2).

Density of immune cell subsets are summarized in Fig. 3A for the first metastases in each patient and in Supplementary Table S1 for all 183 specimens. Overall, for the 183 melanoma metastases, CD45⁺ cells ranged from 0 to 2,142 per mm². The most prevalent immune cells in the first metastases (Fig. 3B) are T cells (53%), of which CD8 T cells predominate (35%), and CD4 T cells are less common (19%). B cells (CD20) and plasma cells (CD138) are present at high numbers (25% and 8%, respectively). Macrophage lineage cells (CD163) account for 13% of the infiltrates. NK cells (CD56) and mature DC (DC-LAMP) are rare across all samples, with mean proportions of less than 1% each.

There were no statistically significant differences among immune cell counts based on clinical parameters age, gender, tumor stage, or tumor cell type (Fig. 3C), except decreased macrophages in spindle cell melanomas (S, \( P = 0.003 \)) and decreased B cells in stage IV (\( P = 0.013 \)). However, there were significant differences based on metastatic tissue site: Melanomas metastatic to LNs contained higher numbers of CD45⁺, CD3⁺, CD8⁺, CD20⁺, and DC-LAMP⁺ cells compared with tumors metastatic to skin/soft tissue, small intestine, or peritoneum (\( P < 0.001, P = 0.006, P = 0.019, P < 0.001, \) and 0.035, respectively, Fig. 3C, Supplementary Table S2). CD20⁺ B lymphocytes were highest in LN metastases and least prevalent in small bowel metastases. Macrophage (CD163⁺) counts were similar among metastatic sites. CD56⁺ cell counts were very low in all groups, without significant differences (Fig. 3C), except across immunotypes.
Variations in immunotype and immune cell numbers within the same patient

There was substantial concordance of immunotypes among tumors within the same patient (Supplementary Table S3). Each of 29 patients had 2 to 5 metastases evaluated (19, 8, 1, and 1 patients, respectively). Among them, 19 (66%) had identical immunotypes for all or most metastases. The intraclass correlation for total immune cells was high (0.67).

The total number of all cells (including melanoma cells) per mm² in the metastases was estimated by counting representative sections. In areas 0.04 mm², counts ranged from 122 to 372 (mean = 222, SD = 79), representing a mean of 5,558 cells (SD = 1,980) per mm². We estimate the average diameter of melanoma cells to be about 20 microns (17) and of immune cells to be about 10 microns. Using the model presented in the methods, total cell density in metastases was estimated at approximately 280,000/mm³. By comparison, the mean number of CD45⁺ cells in melanoma C tumors was 713/mm² (Table 2): applying the same formula, we estimated about 71,300 CD45⁺ cells per mm³ (about 25% of the total cell number).

Molecular components of immunologic checkpoints on infiltrating immune cells

Nuclear staining for FoxP3 was detected in 7% of immune cells overall (mean, and median). PD1 was detected in 7% of infiltrating cells (mean; median less than 2%). Both FoxP3 and PD-1 were most numerous in immunotype C and least in immunotype A. However, proportions of FoxP3⁺ cells, and of PD-1⁺ cells, were relatively consistent across immunotypes and across other subgroups (Table 2, Fig. 3D), and numbers of FoxP3⁺ cells and PD-1⁺ cells did not differ among metastatic sites (Supplementary Table S2). There was a significant association between numbers of FoxP3⁺ cells and PD-1⁺ cells in individual tumors (Spearman correlation, rho = 0.551, P < 0.0001); however, despite this association, there were many cases in which FoxP3⁺ cells were observed in the absence of PD-1⁺ cells (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Tumor-infiltrating immune cell phenotypes and survival

To assess whether tumor infiltration by any immune cell population was prognostic for overall patient survival, univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards analyses were done. Kaplan–Meier curves were produced for high versus low.
numbers of each cell type (greater than median vs. median or less), and univariate Cox proportion hazard models suggest longer overall survival for patients with tumors containing high counts of CD45\(^+\), CD3\(^+\), CD20\(^+\), or CD8\(^+\) cells than for patients with low counts (all \(P<0.001\), Fig. 4, Table 3). There were trends to better survival for increased plasma cells (CD138, \(P=0.044\)), but numbers of CD4\(^+\), CD56\(^+\), CD163\(^+\), DC-LAMP\(^+\), FoxP3\(^+\), or PD-1\(^+\) cells were not associated with survival (Table 3).

Multivariate Cox proportional models controlled for disease status (NED or not, after surgery), stage, gender, tissue site, and age (Table 3). In a model with these predictors alone, NED status was a significant predictor of survival (\(P<0.001\)), but stage, gender, tissue site, and age were not. Patient numbers were not high enough for one prognostic model to include all the cell types and clinical variables; so counts of each cell type were evaluated in separate models. Adjusting for these covariates, independent association with better survival was observed with higher counts of CD45\(^+\) cells (\(P=0.004\)), CD138\(^+\) (\(P=0.01\)), CD20\(^+\) (\(P=0.04\)), CD3\(^+\) (\(P=0.009\)), and CD8\(^+\) (\(P=0.001\)), and PD-1\(^+\) (\(P=0.03\)) cells. In these analyses, there were no significant associations with survival for numbers of CD4\(^+\) cells, NK cells, mature DC, macrophages, or FoxP3\(^+\) lymphocytes. The small number of immunotype C patients limited multivariate analysis of immunotype just to comparison of A vs. B + C (\(P=0.17\)).

**Associations with long-term survivors of vaccine trials**

One-third of the patients (49) participated in experimental melanoma vaccine trials at our institution, 9 of whom (18%) remained alive more than 5 years and were clinically free of disease at last follow-up. Of these, tumor was resected before \((n=4)\), or after \((n=5)\), enrolling in a vaccine trial. Immunotypes for these tumors were A (1, 11%), B (5, 56%), and C (3, 33%) and did not change significantly after vaccine trial participation. Mean numbers of infiltrating immune cell subsets (Supplementary Table S4) were high, when reviewed in light of the study population (Supplementary Table S1), the most prominent of which is the high number of B cells.

**Discussion**

A number of studies have identified immune cell infiltration as an important prognostic factor in primary melanomas (6–10) and in other primary solid tumors (1–4, 18–21), but critical to the future of immunotherapy is understanding the immunobiology of metastases. We have characterized immune cell infiltrates in melanoma metastases, specifically addressing the organization of those cells relative to intratumoral blood vessels, and the prognostic importance of immune cell subsets. Tumor-infiltrating immune cells were absent from 29% of these tumors. This is slightly lower than a prior report (46%), possibly due to higher sensitivity for detecting immune cells with immunohistochemistry. Regardless, infiltrating immune cells are absent in a large subset of melanoma metastases, and patients with these immunotype A tumors had the worst survival. These tumors likely have a lesion in immune control at the level of endothelium of the tumor vasculature, which seems to act as an effective bloodtumor barrier.
Patterns and Extent of Immune Cells Infiltrating Melanoma

Table 1. Distribution of immunotypes by clinical factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Immunotype A (%)</th>
<th>Immunotype B (%)</th>
<th>Immunotype C (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42 (28.6)</td>
<td>93 (63.3)</td>
<td>12 (8.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>28 (24.3)</td>
<td>77 (67.0)</td>
<td>10 (8.7)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>10 (47.6)</td>
<td>11 (52.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>4 (36.4)</td>
<td>5 (45.5)</td>
<td>2 (18.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>28 (27.2)</td>
<td>66 (64.1)</td>
<td>9 (8.7)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>14 (31.8)</td>
<td>27 (61.4)</td>
<td>3 (6.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>17 (27.0)</td>
<td>43 (68.3)</td>
<td>3 (4.8)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>25 (29.8)</td>
<td>50 (59.5)</td>
<td>9 (10.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN</td>
<td>18 (25.0)</td>
<td>47 (65.3)</td>
<td>7 (9.7)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peritoneum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small bowel</td>
<td>3 (50.0)</td>
<td>3 (50.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin/SQ</td>
<td>21 (30.9)</td>
<td>42 (61.8)</td>
<td>5 (7.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>14 (27.5)</td>
<td>34 (66.7)</td>
<td>3 (5.9)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50 &amp; &lt;70</td>
<td>15 (27.3)</td>
<td>35 (63.6)</td>
<td>5 (9.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70</td>
<td>13 (31.7)</td>
<td>24 (58.5)</td>
<td>4 (9.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior vaccine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35 (28.7)</td>
<td>78 (63.9)</td>
<td>9 (7.4)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>7 (28.0)</td>
<td>15 (60.0)</td>
<td>3 (12.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NED after surgery?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>13 (35.1)</td>
<td>23 (62.2)</td>
<td>1 (2.7)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>29 (26.4)</td>
<td>70 (63.6)</td>
<td>11 (10.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² test of association: A versus B + C.

Table 2. Numbers of immune cell subsets by immunotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immune Cell Subset</th>
<th>Immunotype A</th>
<th>Immunotype B</th>
<th>Immunotype C</th>
<th>Wilcoxon P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD138</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD163</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-LAMP</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoxP3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD-1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate mechanisms may include overexpression of endothelin B (22), and low endothelial expression of E-selectin, P-selectin, and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (23).

Most melanoma metastases (63%) were characterized by perivascular immune cell populations that fail to infiltrate among melanoma cells within the metastatic masses. This phenotype (immunotype B) has not been described formally, as prior studies have largely reported cell numbers or categories of brisk and nonbrisk infiltrates only (11). When these tumors are evaluated on H&E sections, the relationship of these cells to vessels is often unclear, but immunohistochemical stains clarify that most immune cells in the metastases are confined to perivascular regions. On the basis of these findings, the endothelium in these tumors seems to provide adequate signals to circulating lymphocytes to allow them to roll, arrest, and transmigrate the endothelium and to enter the perivascular areas; however homing of those cells into the tumor microenvironment apparently is arrested at that point. Possible mediators of this phenotype could be a lack of stromal molecules to provide scaffolding for T-cell motility within the tumors, lack of lymphocytic chemokines in the MME, lack of retention integrin induction and engagement, increased emigration of immune cells from the tumor, or failure of the immune cells to survive in the MME. Higher levels of infiltrating T cells has been associated with chemokines CCL2–5, CXCL9, and CXCL10 (24). Production of some of these chemokines by melanoma cells can be increased by IFNs (25). In other cancers, intratumoral activation of innate immune pathways by toll-like receptor 7 agonists has increased T-cell infiltration; this is linked with activation of IFN signaling and is associated with increased endothelial expression of E-selectin (26–28). However, IFNs can have negative effects through activation of immune regulatory processes, especially indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), PD-1 and PD-L1 in peripheral tissues, which may in turn limit T-cell infiltration, function, and survival in the MME. Greater understanding of the immunologic signatures of Immunotype B tumors, and net effects of various interventions in the tumor microenvironment will be necessary to dissect these complex
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Figure 3. Immune cell subsets overall and across patient groups. A, box plots of numbers of immune cell subsets, per mm², in first melanoma metastases for 147 patients. Boxes represent 25th to 75th percentiles. Middle bar identifies median, solid circle represents mean, whiskers show minimum, and maximum. B, percentages of tumor-infiltrating immune cells in pie chart. C, mean numbers of immune cell subsets for clinical subgroups. Numbers of tumors represented by each bar are shown below the graph (peritoneum = one). D, mean numbers of cells expressing FoxP3 or PD1 for clinical subgroups.
interactions and offer opportunities for optimized combination immunotherapies.

Prior work reported brisk TIL in LN metastases of 16% of melanomas (11). We identified only 8% as immunotype C tumors, characterized by diffuse infiltration among melanoma cells. Diffuse intratumoral infiltrates suggest that the molecular machinery is intact both at the level of the endothelium and within the MME itself, to support homing of T cells and other immune cells into the tumor microenvironment. Patients with these tumors have had the best overall survival, suggesting that this immunobiologic phenotype has clinical relevance. The association with survival is significant in univariate analysis. The multivariate analysis is limited by the small number of patients with immunotype C tumors, such that a full analysis of the relevance of each immunotype was not possible—the multivariate model only compared immunotype A vs. B+C, and clinical NED status was the most significant prognostic factor in that model. It is of interest that the proportion of patients who could be rendered NED surgically was highest for immunotype C tumors: 92% (vs. 69% and 75% in immunotypes A and B, respectively, Table 1). Thus, processes that limit metastatic sites may be explained in part by the immunobiology of immunotype C tumors. Regardless, the immunotype constructs can help to focus future research on pathways by which immune cells home to tumor, as well as barriers to infiltration that characterize each phenotype and that may be targeted therapeutically. It is notable that response rates to many systemic melanoma therapies have

Figure 4. Patient survival and associations with immune cell density. Representative examples of sections with low- or high- numbers of cells staining for CD45, CD3, CD8, CD20, and CD138 are shown beside Kaplan–Meier survival curves for low and high counts of those markers. Magnification, 200×.
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The immunologic advantage of this phenotype is likely limited by effects of tumor cells. Others and we have reported on the escape (30, 31). This has been described elegantly in the context of immune evasion. Thus, these regulatory cell populations represent a significant proportion of infiltrating cells and offer a significant potential for tumor-associated immune dysfunction. NK cells were not detected at high frequency using an antibody to CD56; however, an antibody to NKP46 (R&D) may provide more accurate assessments of infiltrating NK cells (44, 45).

CD8+ T cell numbers correlated best with survival. Increased numbers of T cells, specifically activated CD8+ cytotoxic T cells, have correlated with better survival in invasive colon cancer and cervical cancer (1, 19). Interestingly, correlations with survival were not observed for CD4 cells, which may reflect the substantial fraction of FoxP3+ regulatory T cells, and also suggests that the homing receptor/ligand interactions that mediate infiltration of CD4+ T cells differ from those mediating infiltration of other lymphocytes into melanoma metastases. A better understanding of these homing receptors is needed.

It is also unknown to what extent immune infiltrates may be modulated by the genotype of the melanoma cells. Oncogenic BRAFV600E constitutively activates mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling and by complex effects through extracellular signal–regulated kinase, microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF) is usually downregulated in these cells (46). MITF controls pigmentation and expression of melanocytic differentiation proteins (MDP; ref. 47). Conceivably, these changes may decrease the infiltration and antitumor activity of T cells recognizing these common melanoma antigens. Selective inhibition of oncogenic BRAF dramatically increases expression of MDPs and has been associated with increased T-cell infiltration of melanoma metastases (48, 49). We are not aware of other data directly implicating cKit or N-RAS mutations in immune evasion by melanoma, but future studies are warranted to assess the effect of these and BRAF mutations on immunotype and immune cell function in the MME.

In conclusion, the density, phenotype, and location of immune cells have prognostic value in metastatic melanomas. We describe immunotypes of melanoma that reflect qualitative differences in immunobiology. The prognostic significance of selected immune cell counts is greater than that of the immunotypes; however, we posit that immunotypes categorize...
melanoma metastases into 3 qualitatively distinct and biologically relevant groups. Further investigation is warranted to define the molecular mediators of the blood-tumor barrier in immunotype A tumors and of the barriers to emigration from the perivascular regions in immunotype B tumors. Data are beginning to emerge about homing receptors and ligands that are most critical for immune cell infiltration of melanoma metastases (24, 50). Molecular characterization of these processes in human melanoma will provide new targets to improve infiltration of T cells and other immune cells, which in turn may improve the effectiveness of combination immune therapies for melanoma and other cancers.
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